The Summer conservation workshop in the Saint Nicholas church in Komiža
on the island of Vis
The idea of a summer workshop in the Saint Nicholas church in Komiža that will
enable art conservation students to learn and develop practical skills through safeguarding
endangered heritage came from Sanja Buble and Ivana Svedružić Šeparović, conservators at
the Split Conservation Department of the Ministry of Culture, together with Jurica Matijević,
associate professor at the Department for conservation and restoration of the Arts Academy
in Split. Their initiative was gladly accepted by the local priest don Ivica Huljev and town
mayor Tonka Ivčević. The concept of the workshop was to have a group of art conservation
students and professors working insitu for a week yearly in the early summer. Their work will
be pro bono while accommodation and food will be provided by local parish and Town of
Komiža.
Saint Nicholas church and monastery
The fortified complex of Benedictine monastery and church was built in the middle of
13th century, on the hill overlooking the town of Komiža and its bay. Among people it is
being called Muster, deriving from the latin word monasterium. Benedictine monks
abandoned the monastery in 15th century. The complex has come to our days with numerous
additions and extensions, many of which can be related to the 17th and 18th century baroque
modifications. Today a parish church of Saint Nicholas, the monastery church has kept its
baroque space organisation having three naves with two chapels in each side nave. The
architectural conservation of the complex started several years ago and is an ongoing project.
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The church and monastery complex

The church interior is rich in many diverse objects of movable heritage: stone and
wooden polychromed altars some of which present exceptional examples of woodcarving in
Dalmatia, easel paintings, a collection of ninety wooden polychromed candelabra, large
wooden crucifix with sculptures of Virgin and Saint John, wooden polychromed pulpit,
organ, local families and brotherhoods gravestones and many others.
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1. The first Summer conservation workshop – May 29th to June 5th 2016
The first Summer conservation workshop lasted for one week and had seven
participants. It was run by associate professor Jurica Matijević with the assistance of lecturer
Lana Kekez. Participating fourth year students were Dorotea Krstić and Matea Milat.
Conservators-restorers Julija Baćak, Kristina Krivec and Monika Petrač participated as
external associates. The local parish and town of Komiža provided housing and food for
restorers during the campaigne. Funding needed for other expenses of this phase of the works
was provided through the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia regular movable
cultural heritage conservation funding programs. Professors, students and external associates
work was pro bono. In this first phase of the project conservation treatment was started on the
17th century wooden polychromed and gilded retable of the Our Lady of Snow and its
antependium, and on the impressive collection of ninety wooden polychromed candlabra.

The wooden polychromed and gilded retable of the Our Lady of Snow is located in
the west chapel of the northern nave of the church of Saint Nicholas. It was erected by noble
man Antun Zanchi in the second half of 17th century. The inscription on the predela says it
was restored in 1882. The traces indicate that most of the found polychromy and gilding can
be related to that intervention, with original layers being covered. It was decided to keep all
the elements of this historical intervention. Most parts of the polychromy and gilding were
preserved and only in need of consolidation, cleaning and local reconstructions. Some parts
of the wood were badly infestated and degraded by woodworm, with many parts of the fine
carvings being completely lost. Retabl was badly damaged when a lightning struck the church
in the 1972, especially the columns and the gable.
The work on the retable was done as follows: consolidation of the wood, consolidation
of polychromy and gilding, fixing of the detached elements, partial cleaning and overpaints
removal, partial retouching and partial reconstruction of carvings. Concerning antependium,
investigation of the as found state was done as well as solubility tests for varnish and
overpaints removal and conservation treatment strategy was developed.
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The church of Saint Nicholas posseses the impressive collection of ninety wooden
polychromed and gilded candelabra. All of those are being used every year on the occasion
of decorating the main altar and the scene of Christs grave during the Holy Week. Some of
those are also used to decorate the church interior during the year. Ninety candelabra can be
divided in 26 groups of different shapes and dimensions.
As found condition of candelabra was relatively stable. Woodworm infestation was
present only locally, with not that many damaged or missing parts of wood. Originally all of
the candelabra were decorated with the combination of white polychromy and different types
of gilding. During the time all of them were covered with one or two layers of overpaints,
following the original scheme of white and gold colour. Overpaints were applied negligently,
diminishing artistical value of the objects.
During the 2016 campaigne the investigation of the as found state of the candelabra
collection was done as well as solubility tests for overpaints removal. It was determined that

most of the original layer was preserved and that it was possible to remove all the overpaints
and to regain the original appearance of the objects. Overpaints removal strategy was
developed for every of the 26 groups.
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2. The second Summer conservation workshop –June 4th to 11th 2017
The second Summer conservation workshop lasted for one week and had nine
participants. It was run by associate professor Jurica Matijević with the assistance of lecturer
Lana Kekez. Participating were fourth year students Bernarda Đurić and Martina Bilobrk and
fifth year students Dorotea Krstić and Matea Milat. Conservators-restorers Julija Baćak,
Kristina Krivec and Monika Petrač participated as external associates. The local parish and
town of Komiža provided housing and food for restorers during the campaigne. Funding
needed for other expenses of this phase of the works was provided through the Ministry of
Culture of the Republic of Croatia regular movable cultural heritage conservation funding
programs. Professors, students and external associates work was pro bono. In this second
phase of the project conservation treatment on the 17th century wooden polychromed and
gilded retable of the Our Lady of Snow and on the collection of ninety wooden polychromed
candelabra was continued. Conservation treatment strategies established in 2016 were
respected and work was followed as planned. Some initial conservation activities were done
on the pala portante of the Our Lady of Snow retable.
The work on the wooden polychromed and gilded retable of the Our Lady of
Snow retable was done as follows: extraction of the paint layer samples for the stratigraphic
analysis, completion of the surface dirt removal, paint layer consolidation on the gable, wood
consolidation on the gable and predela, fixing the detached decorative elements on the
predela and gable, carving and fixing missing elements of the architrave, reconstruction of
the damaged parts of the predela and the bases of the pilastres, partial ground layer
reconstruction, partial retouching, reconstruction of the missing central part of the gable.
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The pala portante of the Our Lady of Snow
retable was treated in 1882 campaigne, together with the
retabl and the painting Salus populi romani. During that
treatment pala portante was lined with new canvas and
mounted on a new stretcher. Missing parts of the paint
layer were reconstructed, painting was partially
overpainted and the final varnish was applied. It was
decided to respect this treatment as much as possible.
Initial plans and analysis were made to determine if
it will be possible to do the conservation treatment insitu.
During 2017. campaigne the work on the pala portante of
the Our Lady of Snow retable was carried out as follows:
Pala portante – as found condition

preliminary analysis of the as found condition, Japanese
paper removal tests, the varnish and overpaints removal

solubility tests, ground layer reconstruction tests.
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In 2017 campaigne conservation treatment was started on the set of four large
candelabra that were overpainted with white and black oil colours. Overpaint removal was
started, combining both mechanical and chemical methods, based on the investigation and
tests carried out during 2016 campaigne.
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